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From the Editor-in-Chief

Transit Leaders Deliver Solutions

Click anywhere on the above image to view Editor-in-Chief Scott Bogren’s video editor’s note.
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Customer-focused.
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Voices from the Community

“We Can Do Better”
The Dallas Smith Corp., made its initial mark in the transportation field with its innovative, low-floor automobile trailers that allowed additional vehicles to be transported. Coming
home to the company’s manufacturing headquarters in Greencastle, Indiana from a trailer
trade show, a group of the company’s leaders were on an airport shuttle bus when it stopped
to pick up a senior citizen in a wheelchair.
“The woman kept apologizing for slowing us all down,” recalls Jud Smith, co-president and
CEO of the Dallas Smith Corp. “We looked at each other and my father – who founded the
company – said that we could do better, and that we should look at bringing the technology
and innovation from our trailer business into the transit field.”
From this most practical of beginnings, the Dallas Smith Corporation has developed two
low-floor buses — the Friendly Bus and the Friendship Bus — that today it both builds and
markets. In this wide-ranging conversation with Jud Smith, DigitalCT Editor-in-Chief Scott
Bogren explores the beginning of low-floor transportation; how the low-floor transportation
technology and market has changed since its inception, particularly in response to changing
demographics; and where he sees the low-floor market in the next 5, 10 and 25 years? (To
listen to the interview, click on the microphone icon to the right)
“Demand for low-floor transportation is changing,” says Smith. “Which creates new opportunities.”

Click on the image to the left to view a video of the Dallas
Smith Corp.’s Friendly Bus and Friendship Bus vehicles.
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NovuS for DemaND reSpoNSe

Demand Response

Solutions

NOVUS gives you the tools to run your demand response
organization efficiently, productively, cost-effectively and securely from any location.
From call taking to scheduling to dispatching, NOVUS is easy to use and designed with your needs in mind.

NOVUS for Demand Response:
• Intuitive, web-based and easy-to-use system
• Powerful, yet simplistic automated
scheduling tools

• Create the perfect balance between customer
service and productivity levels that’s right for
your operation

• Scalable for any size transportation organization

• Accurate and meaningful statistics every time

• Provides secure access to remote offices,

• Coordinated service capabilities provide

organizations and employees

a tightly integrated end-to-end solution

For more info, please visit:

www.trapezegroup.com/novus
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Voices from the Community

Transit Responds to Hurricane Sandy
Michael Vieira, President of the New Jersey Council on Special Transportation
— which represents each of the state’s 21 county-coordinated community
transit operations, as well as more than 100 additional community-based
transit providers — talks with DigitalCT about community transportation’s
response to Hurricane Sandy. From evacuations prior to the storm’s arrival
to providing life-sustaining dialysis and chemotherapy trips in the aftermath,
Vieira discusses the kind of public service currently ongoing across New Jersey
of which we can all be proud.

Click on the microphone icon to the right to listen to the
discussion.
Yesterday, we focused on Hurricane Sandy’s impact across New Jersey. Several
hundred miles away from the Atlantic coast, the storm had an entirely different
effect — dropping significant amounts of wet snow. In southern West Virginia,
Bluefield and its environs saw up to two feet. Bluefield Area Transit General
Manager Patrick McKinney talks about how his system prepared for the
storm, and dealt with its aftermath. Service is back underway in Bluefield,
but McKinney is quick to note that four other West Virginia operators are still
closed due to downed trees, power outages and impassable road conditions.
Providing transit service in West Virginia’s hills is always challenging —
Hurricane Sandy just made it even more difficult.

Click on the microphone icon to the right to listen to the
discussion.
www.ctaa.org
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The Community Transportation Association of America’s Annual EXPO
Conference will be coming to Albuquerque, New Mexico June 2-7, 2013.
The Community Transportation EXPO is a meeting place for people who want to expand
their horizons on issues of mobility, transportation and how to build strong communities.
People that attend EXPO are operators of community transportation systems, drivers, supervisors, dispatchers, local planners, mobility managers, workforce development professionals, elected officials, federal, state and local government administrators and anyone
interested in building a more mobile society.
The conference has several elements:
•
•
•
•
•

The National Community Transportation Roadeo
One, two or three day intensive training sessions
The Community Transportation Trade Fair
Professional Development Sessions on vital mobility issues, and
Dynamic general sessions

For the latest details on EXPO 2013, visit www.ctaa.org/expo

In the meantime, expand your familiarity with the work of community and
public transportation providers across the Land of Enchantment by re-viewing
our Summer 2012 edition of DigitalCT...(click on the image to the left)

www.ctaa.org
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Transportation Lending Services

Have

Financing

TRANSIT
Questions?

?

??
Get

Transportation Facilities
& Multimodal Centers

FREE
Research
Reports

@

tcrponline.org

A special loan
fund to develop
transportation
facilities and
multi-modal

Whatever your challenge, whatever you
want to know, chances are The Transit
Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) has
already studied and researched it. We’ve
compiled over 500 reports and products
on a broad range of subjects in public
transportation. Get the information you
need to make your critical decisions. The
resources are here. Use them.

Transit Cooperative Research Program
Solutions for Transit Professionals

The Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP)
is sponsored by the Federal Transit Administration.

centers to improve
community
mobility and
enhance economic
development
PLANNING &
TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE
AVAILABLE

CDTLS can provide funding in
support of transportation facility construction or renovation.
Across the country local transit
services are building facilities
and promoting economic development through transportation.
Sustainable economic development can be dependent on an
intermodal transportation system
that includes rail or bus. Financing
is meant to facilitate or enhance
community transportation activities and to promote intermodal
activities and mobility.

Financing available with negotiable
terms and low interest rates.

CDTLS is dedicated to improving mobility opportunities and
enhancing economic development
through community transportation.

Dale J. Marsico, CCTM
1341 G Street, NW, 10th Floor
Washington, DC 20005
Tel: 202.415.9682
Fax: 202.737.9197
E-mail: marsico@ctaa.org
Web: www.ctaa.org

Why use CDTLS?
• Flexible financing options
• Negotiable interest rates
• Key partnerships
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Criteria: Adequate collateral and
a priority of promoting economic
development in low-income areas.
For further information or a loan
application contact:

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY LENDER

075970_TCRP_Community Transport • 2.5” x 7.5” • Color
InDesign • Fonts: Outlined • Brett 03/13/12

www.ctaa.org

Eligible Applicants: Private companies, non-profit organizations,
and state or local governments
supporting community transportation and intermodal activities.
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DigitalCT Highlights
Innovations & Solutions
Over the coming year, DigitalCT will
spotlight innovations and solutions
emerging in the community and
public transportation industry,
as transit leaders, experts and
advocates respond to new challenges
with strategies and resources
tailor-made for the needs of their
community.
In each issue of DigitalCT, we’ll alert
you to these profiles in innovation
by the icon you see to the left. As
the transit leaders that emerge in
these pages personify innovations
and solutions in action, so too will our
Symbol of Solutions.
Stay tuned as DigitalCT explores
crucial concepts such as leadership,
connectivity, alternative fuels, publicprivate partnerships and inclusive
transit planning, with a focus on
sharing replicable and scalable
models representing the future of
mobility.
www.ctaa.org
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Right-Sizing Transit Improves Service, Lowers Costs
in Polk County, Florida
By Rich Sampson

Before getting to solutions, sometimes we
need to ask: Are we answering the right question? In Polk County, Florida, that question
became: Are we using the right tools to best
provide affordable community transit? The
answered that emerged — My Ride — restructures transit in parts of the county to ensure
efficiency.
In the heart of Florida – in between the
large metropolitan regions of Orlando and
Tampa-St. Petersburg is Polk County. The
county – dotted with scores of lakes and
ponds – hosts a couple small-urban communities in Lakeland and Winter Haven, but its
transit network had been designed to serve
the entire area with a one-size-fits-all approach, via fixed-route bus lines and 40-foot
buses. That arrangement – branded Citrus
Connection by Polk Transit, the county’s
transit provider – is efficient in moving riders around and between Winter Haven and
Lakeland.
However, large portions of Polk County
contain many smaller communities and vast
rural areas, locations not best served by higher capacity buses and service frequencies

www.ctaa.org
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that support fixed-route operations. As part
of the county’s recent 10-year transportation
development plan, Polk Transit has reinvigorated its county-wide service by shifting to
smaller body-on-chassis vehicles outside of
Lakeland and Winter Haven, boosting ridership, maintaining service levels and improving efficiency.
From a Plan to a Process
Often, when many communities undertake
a long-term transportation planning effort,
the result is a glossy, spiral-bound document
that ultimately doesn’t find much impact
beyond bookshelves and file cabinets. In Polk
County, the transit development plan the

Previous Page

agency completed last July – dubbed My Ride
– was a chance to fundamentally restructure
the system for the present needs and future
trends of the region. Rather than undertaking the study in order to fulfill a checkbox
requirement and justify their existing service
patterns, the agency viewed the exercise as
an opportunity to conduct rigorous public
outreach to determine the specific mobility
needs of all segments of the county’s population.
Between February 6 and April 19, 2012,
Polk Transit conducted 31 listening sessions,
interacting with more than 1,000 residents.
The sessions were a mix of formal public
meetings and informal events at locations

11
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Right-Sizing Transit in Polk County
in the My Ride process asked whether existing bus lines could deviate from their routes
to serve planned communities along with
low-income housing locations. Many Polk
County residents noted they would be more
likely to utilize the service if it came closer to
where they lived.
“We learned from My Ride that fixed-route
service is not appropriate for all trips, and
that we needed to right-size the service for
each community,” says Tom Phillips, Executive Director of Polk Transit, who joined
the system 14 months ago following work
with the PACE suburban bus system in and
around Chicago, Ill. “It became apparent we
could not only get our existing riders where
they needed to go, but also pick up new clientele, as well.”
Bigger Is Not Always Better
Take a look: click the above image to read the My Ride Plan.

such as libraries and coffee shops to gather
as wide a range of input from the community
as possible. After analyzing the comments
and ideas, the agency completed the My
Ride study in July.
The results of the My Ride effort allowed
Polk Transit to reexamine how it could best
serve the county. Most respondents gave the
system strong marks for its Citrus Connection services in Lakeland and Winter Haven,
but suggested the network could be more
responsive in other areas of the region – an
area of more than 2,000 square miles, larger
than many New England states. Participants

www.ctaa.org
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In order to respond to the needs expressed
through the My Ride effort, Polk Transit
sought to provide the right sized vehicles to
reach new areas of the county. According
to Phillips, the agency had previously been
unable to deviate from its established routes
because the fleet of 40-foot buses the agency
operated could not traverse the narrower
roads found in housing communities off the
county’s main thoroughfares. Additionally,
previous managers of the system believed
that smaller body-on-chassis vehicles needed
to be replaced more often than the bigger
buses.
Emboldened by the My Ride process,

Previous Page

Tom Phillips, Polk Transit Executive Director

Phillips and his colleagues examined the
numbers more closely. They determined that
although body-on-chassis vehicles do require
more frequent replacement than 40-foot buses, the cost required for their operation was
far less in terms of fuel and maintenance,
averaging a savings of $33,000 each year. As
a result, savings in the annual operating cost
for new body-on-chassis vehicles would still
outpace the more frequent replacement expenses, avoiding the need to raise fares and
cutback service.
Moreover, ridership counts on the existing
county-wide routes suggested that body-onchassis vehicles would not only accommodate all the existing riders, but have space to
carry additional riders attracted by more con-
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Right-Sizing Transit in Polk County
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Philips and Polk Transit staff believe their
new vision of the county’s transit network
will respond to the challenge of limited
resources and investment by reducing their
costs while also expanding mobility options.
Among the effort’s biggest proponents is U.S.
Representative Dennis A. Ross, who represents Polk County in the 12th congressional
district and is a member of the Tea Party
Caucus. He views the system’s strides in
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of the My Ride initiative couldn’t have been
better.
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“We have to make our investments based
on maximizing the value of each ride we
provide,” explains Phillips. “By moving away
from a cookie-cutter approach, we’re able to
serve more riders while also reducing our operating costs. It’s really not that complicated
a concept to make happen”
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venient deviated, flexible routes. The positive
duality of moving more riders at a lower operating cost boosts the entire system’s effectiveness and increasing the value of each trip
provided. The agency began deploying the
new body-on-chassis vehicles this fall.
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affordable and responsive service will lead us
to always respond to how we can best serve
Polk County.”

Polk Transit’s Phillips notes that while My
Ride chiefly responds to the needs expressed
by the community during the effort’s extensive outreach process, the agency’s refreshed
vision is one geared to emphasize transit’s
value in providing affordable mobility no
matter the economic conditions.

U.S. Representative Dennis A. Ross is a
strong supporter of Polk Transit’s My Ride
effort to improve the system’s afforability
and efficiency

“My Ride will be an ongoing process for
Polk Transit,” says Phillips. “The same reasons we are moving in the direction of more
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New Biodiesel Fueling Station Allows Lake Erie Transit
to Lower Operating Costs and Build Local Partnerships
By Scott Bogren
In an edition focused on solutions, Lake
Erie Transit’s new biodiesel fueling partnership with its local road commission will help
it lower operating costs, provide more environmentally friendly service and cultivate local
partnerships.
For more than 30 years, the Lake Erie
Transit Commission (LETC) has served
Michigan’s Monroe County with a variety
of fixed-route and demand-response public
transit services. Headquartered in the town
of Monroe — located in the far southeastern corner of Michigan — LETC recently
celebrated the grand opening of a new biodiesel fueling station more than five years
in the making. A public partnership with
the local Monroe County Road Commission
(MCRC), the new fueling facility was built
with a $1 million federal grant combined
with $100,000 each from LETC and MCRC
to cover the local share.
“The new fueling station will save on fuel
costs,” says LETC General Manager Mark
Jagodzinski. “We are continually working
to reduce our operating expenses and keep
LETC operating within the tax level support-

www.ctaa.org
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Senator Debbie Stabenow cuts the ribbon on the Monroe County’s new diodiesel fueling station.

ed by local taxpayers in August.”
Indeed, in mid-August, Monroe County
voters agreed to support the transit’s systems
property tax levy with a nearly 75 percent
approval.
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“People here in Michigan support transit,
now we’ve got to show that Lake Erie Transit is doing what it can to save local dollars
— and that’s exactly what this new fueling
station helps us with,” says Jagodzinski.
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Lake Erie Transit & Biodiesel Fuel
The Biodiesel Advantage
Biodiesel is a renewable fuel made from
vegetable oil, used cooking oil or, in some
cases, animal fats. The U.S. Departments
of Energy and Transportation have designated neat – or 100 percent – biodiesel as an
alternative fuel. It is the first commercially
produced fuel that meets the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s definition of
an advanced biofuel. Biodiesel can also be
blended with traditional diesel.
“In looking at alternative fuels for LETC,
we wanted to complement the diesel electric
vehicles we already had,” says Jagodzinski
about the agency’s decision to explore biodiesel.
Some of the advantages of biodiesel are
clear: it substantially reduced hydrocarbons
which create smog and engines burning biodiesel produce far-less sulfur oxides and sulfates — two key ingredients in what’s come
to be known as acid rain. Neat biodiesel is
non-toxic and biodegradable, as well. Lastly,
burning biodiesel often smells like French
fries cooking!
Most importantly for LETC, biodiesel fuels
are both readily available and can be used by
most diesel vehicle engines with little to no
modifications. Transit officials say the most
obvious maintenance issue will be the need
to change fuel filters more often. Cold temperatures are also an issue, one which the
system feels it can mitigate by varying the
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biodiesel fuel blend.
“We saw no issues with local availability of
biodiesel,” says Jagodzinski. “And because
we’ve partnered with the road commission, it
allows for bulk fuel purchasing that should
save us around $20,000 annually.“
Eventually, Jagodzinski hopes to have 33
LETC buses using biodiesel, a combination
of both fixed-route and demand-response
vehicles.
Cutting the Ribbon on an Innovative
Partnership
U.S. Senator Debbie Stabenow and Rep.
John Dingell were both on-hand for the ribbon cutting at the new biodiesel fueling station’s grand opening on October 30
“This station will go a tremendous way in
saving fuel costs for the Commission, as well
as Lake Erie Transportation,” said Dingell.
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“More importantly, it will also help to reduce
emissions for Monroe’s public transportation making the air we breathe cleaner. I
commend both the Monroe County Road
Commission and Lake Erie Transit for their
commitment to this project. Both agencies
bring significant dedication to a first-class
transit system and a bold vision to promote
clean energy.”
Jagodzinski agrees: “This establishes us
a community partner and we are open to
bringing in other entities like our local police
department and other smaller agencies running vehicles and small buses. We can all
work together and save money.”
The new biodiesel fueling station is located
on MCRC property, at the site of its existing fueling facility. With three 15,000-gallon tanks located beneath the new fueling
station, the new facility will be more than
adequate for LETC’s 33 buses that will be

15
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Lake Erie Transit & Biodiesel Fuel
converted to bio-diesel, as well as the 125
pieces of MCRC equipment to be fueled
there. Partnering, rather than each agency
pursuing it’s own concept just made much
more sense.
“This partnership gave us an opportunity to
pull our resources together to become more
efficient,” says the MCRC Director of Operations and Acting Interim Director Randy
Pierce. “With the use of the new biodiesel
fuel, we are able to be more environmentally
friendly and help control our operating costs.
We feel this venture could create more opportunities to involve other agencies in the
future.”
One such agency has already approached
LETC — the Michigan Soybean Promotion
Committee. In its literature, the Committee notes that one bushel of soybeans can
produce 1.5 gallons of biodiesel. Jagodzinski
hopes that one day, the new biodiesel fueling
station will allow a broader group of partners
to buy local.
“This new fueling station lowers our operating costs, establishes LETC as community
partners and may one day allow us to produce locally grown biodiesel,” says Jagodzinski. “All told, it’s a positive message.”
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The perfect compliment to Digital CT is our bi-weekly E-Newsletter, CT Fast
Mail. Delivering the latest news on transit policy from the nation’s capitol, developments from across the country, research and analysis publications and information on resources and technical assistance from the Community Transportation Association and other partners, CT Fast Mail is the most direct location for
the most relevant news and updates in the industry.
And it’s free to sign-up! Simply send an email to fastmail@ctaa.org and you’ll be
connected with the next issue of CT Fast Mail. In the meantime, view the latest
edition at www.ctaa.org.
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New Technology Connects Transit &
Community in Monterey Through Jazz
By Rich Sampson
The best solutions are the ones adapted to
local need; and scalable to meet tomorrow’s
demands. At Monterey-Salinas Transit, the organization has a history of developing responsive mobility services crafted to meet unique
local demand. The new JAZZ bus rapid transit
is further proof that the best solutions are
always built with a local flavor.
When considering how technology impacts
a transit system, important ideas and benefits
like improved efficiency, better customer service and attracting new riders usually emerge
at the forefront. Less often discussed are
how new applications of technology impacts
the soul of a transit service – that quality
that helps connect and reinforce its presence
in a given community. For the new JAZZ bus
rapid transit system currently being readied
by Monterey-Salinas Transit (MST) along
California’s central coast, technological
enhancements will allow riders to connect
with the region’s namesake Jazz Festival to
enhance their travel experience and solidify
the operation’s role in the community.
A Portfolio of Services
A recurring theme in the pages of this
publication – and in other outreach by the
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Community Transportation Association
of America – is that
successful transit operations are those that
most acutely respond
to the specific needs of
their community. This is
a notion that has been
thoroughly embraced by MST throughout its
40-year history. The agency – which carried
more than 4.5 million passengers last year
– offers a robust catalog of services to meet
the varying and diverse needs in portions of
four counties stretching 280 square miles
from San Jose in the north to Paso Robles in
the south. It operates fixed-route bus lines,
seasonal service for the region’s one million
annual visitors, paratransit and demandresponse service, senior and migrant worker
shuttles, travel training and mobility management, taxi vouchers and transportation for
members of the military and veterans.
“Our service area is the size of two New
England states,” MST General Manager &
CEO Carl Sedoryk tells DigitalCT. “We’ve
adapted by providing a different portfolio of
services for each community we serve.”
That approach is reflected in the distinctive
ways it serves population segments across its
service areas. Due to the large concentration
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MST’s JAZZ & Technology
fic signal priority, GPS-driven information
systems, off-vehicle fare payment and much
more. These same attributes will be included
with MST’s JAZZ, which will open for service
later this fall. But these elements will not be
what form the identity of the 6.75-mile service. Instead, it will be the integration of the
jazz theme that echoes the annual Monterey
Jazz Festival, which just celebrated its 50th
anniversary this past September and is the
oldest of its kind in the nation.
Not only does the map of the route’s 17
stops loosely resemble the outline of a saxo-

The new JAZZ BRT is an extension of MST’s philosophy of
tailoring services to meet community needs.

of military installations in and around Monterey, Sedoryk and his colleagues worked
with officers and commanders at each facility to utilize the Department of Defense’s
federal transit benefit program to support
travel for military workers to their stations.
For the community of migrant workers who
come to the region to service the late summer and fall agricultural harvest, not only do
shuttle vans take workers to crops and fields,
but also MST’s demand-response program
ensures access to medical appointments
for them and their families – an important
consideration when workers are unfamiliar
with a community. Elsewhere, commuter
routes are focused on making connections
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with the Caltrain commuter rail system in
San Jose. These – and many other factors are
the hallmarks of how MST views its mission:
not just providing service, but tailoring those
options closely with the unique needs of various constituencies.
“We’ve always looked at the morale and
family welfare aspect, especially through our
work with the military community,” explains
Sedoryk. “That is what differentiates our service, the ability to consider how mobility fits
into their larger lives.”
JAZZ BRT: More Than a Speedy Bus
In many ways, bus rapid transit (BRT)
projects are often defined by their innovative
uses of technological applications – traf-
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MST’s JAZZ & Technology
phone, but MST has also worked with the
festival’s organizers to transform the service
into a linear jazz museum. The 30 shelters
serving the line include jazz-themed displays
and informational elements telling the story
of the musical genre as well as the festival.
Moreover, each stop includes easy-to-use
smartphone applications that allow riders to
access video footage and audio recordings of
legendary performances throughout the festival’s history. Passengers with smartphones
simply scan the Quick Response (QR) code
at the shelter, and video or audio content
paired with that specific stop automatically
loads on their device.
The integration of content from the Jazz
Festival into the JAZZ BRT design is much
in keeping with how quality mobility options boosts the morale of Central California
coastal residents. Transit here isn’t simply
a collection of buses or places for people to
catch a ride. It’s an inseparable facet of the
community that ties together the myriad
ways different people live in and experience
the entire region. The ability of JAZZ BRT
to reduce travel times in the LighthouseFreemont corridor by 25 percent is important. Having residents and visitors alike in
the Monterey Peninsula fall in love with jazz
– both the festival and the bus line – is more
important.

“Monterey Jazz Festival is honored to partner with Monterey Salinas Transit to share
the 55-year history of the world’s longestrunning jazz festival with our community,”
adds Chris Doss, Managing Director of the
Monterey Jazz Festival.
A Holistic View of Mobility
When examining the importance of transit
in a community or region, easy-to-measure
details such as ridership, on-time arrivals,
operating revenues and other factures cannot
be overlooked. At the same time, improving
mobility always serves greater ends. Across
their portfolio of services, MST leaders speak
of how their services boost morale when
people are at work, how they can help fami-

lies lead easier lives and the degree to which
passengers can have fun while onboard. This
expansive view of the power of mobility is the
direct result of the system’s unwavering focus
on fitting their service to the trends, preferences and needs of the communities they
serve. Carl Sedoryk points to the old adage of
responding to needs with the tools that are
needed, not the tools you have available.
“It’s like the analogy of when the only tool
in your toolbox is a hammer, all your problems look like nails,” says Sedoryk. “Sometimes what’s needed is a screwdriver. Our
view allows you to use the most specific tool
to solve the problem.”

“It’s a fun way to get people to interact with
the transit station and gives them something
fun and educational to do while waiting for
the bus,” says Sedoryk.
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Managing Change:
Design Thinking for Community Transportation
By Scott Bogren
At the 2012 Community Transportation
EXPO in Baltimore, the Community Transportation Association of America unveiled
an important new initiative: New Horizons
for Community Transportation: Strategies
for Changing Times. At the launch of this
theme, the Association pointed to a series of
membership benefits that could help transit
agencies of all sizes and from all areas of the
country with such key challenges as energy
costs, finance options and training.
A key facet in our New Horizons initiative
is a concept that seems simple, yet is extraordinarily challenging — change. As the community and public transportation industry is
buffeted by increasingly limited federal and
local investment, rapidly escalating demand
— often in the most expensive to provide
service modes — and a tangled web of new
legislation and impending regulations, the
simplest and, at the same, most confounding
conclusion to draw is that transit has entered
a period of change.

The four-stage, systematic approach design thinking is explained in Designing for Growth by Peer Insight.

how can transit organizations large and small
go about affecting change throughout their
operations? Needless to say, it’s a lot easier
said (or, in this case, written) than done.
Here at the Community Transportation Association, we’re rising to that challenge and
embracing a design thinking approach to our
own work, as well as applying the groundbreaking design-thinking model to our next
round of Joblinks Transportation Institute
teams.

But what does this change look like and
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“We think that this problem-solving approach can greatly enhance any organization’s ability to learn about its customers,
innovate and create new business opportunities, develop new partners and better serve
communities and customers,” says CTAA’s
Carolyn Jeskey.
The Design Thinking Model
Boiled down to its very essence, design
thinking is a systematic approach to problem
solving. Typically incorporating customer-
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centric tactics, design thinking has found a
foot-hold in the private sector for the ways
in which it engenders fresh thinking and
unique ideas.

(Go to http://peerinsight.com/ or check out
their great design thinking book, Designing
for Growth, at http://designingforgrowthbook.
com/buy/).

“We understood that design thinking was
successful,” says Jeskey, “and we wondered
what it could do for community and public
transit.”

Taking Design Thinking to Transit
Earlier this fall, the Community Transportation Association of America – through its
Joblinks program – embarked on a sevenmonth Job Access Mobility Institute that will
utilize the design thinking process to create
unique community and public transportation
solutions.

The entire design thinking concept is centered around four development phases:
1. What is — explores current reality of
customers

“This is the 10th Mobility Institute that
Joblinks has convened,” says Jeskey. “But it’s
the first where we’re using the design thinking process and both CTAA and the selected
teams are eager to see the mobility solutions
that emerge.”

2. What if — envisions a new future
3. What wows — choices are made,
developed and tested
4. What works — develops a final product
based on customer feedback
A key aspect of the process begins with the
process of reframing the challenge. Basically,
this vital design thinking tool asks: are we
answering the right question? From a transit
perspective the importance of this question
cuts right to heart of innovation. Are we
meeting the community’s and the customer’s
needs? Are our services the most cost-effective and efficient methods possible? Have we
engaged all possible partners? Are we deploying the right equipment and technology?
Once a reframed challenge statement
emerges, design thinking encourages a
process of customer journey mapping and
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research and information gathering that goes
far beyond the traditional surveying deployed
by transit systems. Incorporating a more
broad definition of customer — i.e. not only
passengers but also organizations and entities
The seven selected teams for the mobility
that benefit from transit — journey mapping institute are:
examines how a customer interacts with the
service. Here, we are looking for what is and
• Essex County, New Jersey
is not working for the customer through ob• City of Tualatin, Oregon
servations and interviewing.
• Northeast Iowa (Allamakee, Clayton,
Of course, the design-thinking model
Fayette, Howard and Winneshiek
incorporates a number of additional activCounties)
ites, each of which builds the practitioners’
• Kerr-Tar Local Area Workforce Develunderstanding of both service and customer,
opment Board region, North Carolina
always with an eye toward creating a better
(Caswell, Franklin, Granville, Person,
product, or in this case, better transit service.
Vance, and Warren Counties)
For more on design thinking, we recommend
• Marin County, California
contacting Peer Insight, a design thinking
• Mercer County, New Jersey
firm with whom CTAA is currently working.
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•

Brooks & Jim Wells Counties, Texas

Teams were chosen based on their commitment and readiness to engage in an innovative, design approach to solving an identified
job access mobility issue in their community.
The seven teams emerged from a competitive
field of applications. Teams will benefit from
working with a trained facilitator throughout
their Institute experiences.
Joblinks’ goals for the Institute are to

NEW HORIZONS
b

for Community Transportation:
Strategies for Changing Times

More to Come — Throughout 2013

• Bring together broad-based regional partners from the transportation, employment
and training, economic development, business sectors, and others to solve a specific
job access mobility challenge in their community.

This edition of DigitalCT devoted to problem solving and innovative solutions is just
the start. At EXPO 2012, we launched a new
Association initiative: New Horizons for Community Transportation: Strategies for Changing Times.

• Catalyze innovative employment transportation service delivery solutions that
respond to the transportation challenges of
job seekers and low-income workers

Throughout 2013, each DigitalCT edition
will offer examples of these important strategies at play and in development out in the
field. It is one thing to talk about problem
solving and innovative strategies in theory —
it is entirely another to spotlight these vital
concepts in practice. That’s what we plan on
doing.

• Teach a user-centered design approach to
creating or improving job access services
• Model a process that partnerships find
both rewarding and compelling for use in
both the near- and long-term to create solutions to other mobility challenges
These goals reflect Joblinks’ vision for a
nation in which transportation is always
the link, and never the barrier, to accessing
training, employment, child care, and related
destinations.
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From profiles of our Joblinks Mobility Institute teams as they deploy design thinking
approaches to their local transit challenges
to our usual collection of system profiles,
interviews with other innovative industry
leaders and more, we’re going to bring fresh
ideas and unique approaches right to your
email box with every edition of DigitalCT.
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Ahead of the Curve: CTAA’s Safety Training Programs
By Scott Bogren
For community and public transportation operators — regardless the mode or the
service area — safety has always been the
priority. Recent action by the United States
Congress to include new transit safety requirements in the latest surface transportation law only reinforces this industry-wide
commitment. With the passage of MAP-21
over the summer, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) now has the authority to
establish and enforce what it calls, “a new
comprehensive framework to oversee the
safety of public transportation.”
The rise of transit safety in the new surface
transportation law catches no one by surprise. In the wake of several rail transit-related accidents involving passenger fatalities in
Boston and Washington, D.C., congressional
intent to provide safety oversight authority to
FTA was well documented in the lead-up to
MAP-21’s eventual passage. The only question was to what extent smaller city and rural
transit bus operators would be impacted.
“We knew this was coming as part of the
bill,” says CTAA’s Training Program Director
Charles Dickson. “And we’ve already responded by tailoring the Association’s popular and successful safety-related training pro-
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grams to the new requirements. We wanted
to get ahead of these new requirements and
help our members do the same.”
What’s more, the CTAA Board of Directors — at its fall meeting — formed a Safety
Council to help guide the Association’s efforts in this vital arena.
“The Board’s new Safety Council will help
guide the Association’s efforts in safety train-
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ing, certification and accreditation,” says
CTAA Board President Ann Gilbert. “Providing the safest possible transportation has
always been a priority for those of us in the
community transit industry, and this new
council emphasizes this priority.”
Section 5329: Public Transportation
Safety Program
With President Obama signing MAP-21
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CTAA’s Safety Training Programs
into law on July 6, the FTA entered unchartered territory with its new safety authority.
Section 5329 is clear in that it covers all
states and designated recipients — basically
any operator that receives federal investment. The Secretary of Transportation is
imbued with the authority to inspect and audit all public transit systems with respect to
safety; to make reports and issue directives;
to investigate accidents and incidents; and,
among others, to issue regulations to carry
out transit safety provisions.
For CTAA members, each will now be required to have a public transportation agency
safety plan in place in order to draw down
federal transit dollars, though the actual specifics of what these plans must contain has
not yet been revealed. MAP-21 describes the
contents of a plan thusly:
•

The board of directors (or equivalent
entity) must approve the agency safety
plan;

•

The plan must include methods for
identifying and evaluating safety risks
throughout all elements of the agency;

•

The plan must cover strategies to minimize the exposure of the public, agency
personnel and property to hazards and
unsafe conditions;

•

•

A process and timeline for reviewing
and updating the safety plan annually
must be in place;
Safety performance targets — as will be
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transit safety for years,” says Lazaro & Noel’s
Ream Lazaro, a primary Association training partner. “It was clear that in the case of
transit agencies that had already undergone
training and developed processes and individuals tuned to safety, that the transition
under MAP-21 would be smooth.”

established by the FTA, in consultation
with the transit community — must be
part of the plan;
•

•

Each agency must have an adequately
trained safety officer who reports to the
general manager; and,
The plan must include a comprehensive
staff training program for operations
personnel and personnel directly responsible for safety.

On October 12, FTA issued preliminary
guidance on the new program, which covered its intention to develop an interim
safety certification program by January 1,
2013, which will be in effect until the agency
promulgates its final rule.
CTAA Swings Into Action

The Association’s Insurance Store partners
— Arthur J. Gallagher & Company — also
believe that community and public transportation systems that engage in the entirety of
the CTAA safety training, certification and
accreditation continuum are likely to see
reduced insurance premiums.
A prime element in MAP-21’s new transit
safety rules is the establishment of a safety
officer at each transit system. CTAA’s Certified Safety and Security Officer (CSSO)
certification program is an ideal program to
train and develop this important position.
The mission of this Certified Safety and Security Officer Program is to assist in improving the professional preparedness of public
and community transportation officers, and
to maximize their ability to provide safe and
secure transit service.
This mission is undertaken through preparing officers to:

Almost immediately after MAP-21 passed
into law, CTAA met with its key safety training partners around the nation to develop a
response.

•

Perform an assessment of existing operations

•

Identify system strengths

“Much of what the law prescribes matches
up with what we’ve been offering in terms of

•

Identify areas for improvement, and
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•

Develop safety, security and emergency
preparedness programs.

The program is designed to help officers
build the transportation organization, enhance the professionalism of its internal
team, safely serve its customers, fulfill its
responsibilities in assisting in community
emergency preparedness, identify internal
safety and security strength and weaknesses,
and reduce system exposure to liability. The
certification is valid for three years and can
be renewed online at www.ctaa.org/recertification.

There are at least three reasons why this is
true:
•

Establishing this priority is clearly
consistent with the voluntary guidance
and regulatory requirements of the U.S.
Department of Transportation, the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security, the
Federal Transit Administration, and
individual state departments of transportation.

•

Building transit system safety and
security infrastructure historically has
proven to be an extremely positive step
in reducing agency liability and the cost
of insurance.

•

Most importantly, it is a moral responsibility of a transit system and its
leadership to do everything it can to
protect the lives of people it employs
and serves, and to respond effectively
to community-wide emergencies as may
be required.

To help transit agencies further meet their
system safety goals and come into compliance with the forthcoming federal transit
guidelines, CTAA has launched the Community Transportation Safety and Security
Accreditation (CTSSA) program, which is
designed to promote the safety and security
of the customers of community and public
transportation systems and also to promote
the safety and security of the women and
men who deliver these services and provide
mobility for the riding public every day.
CTAA is accomplishing this goal by working
with member agencies, our board of directors, and experts in the field to determine
standards for safety and security and by
developing a program to assess an organization’s achievement in meeting those standards.

CTAA offers the Certified Safety and Security Officer (CSSO) and the Community
Transportation Safety and Security Accreditation (CTSSA) programs to provide transit
systems with the comprehensive set of tools
necessary to meet this critical safety, security,
and emergency preparedness responsibility
and to recognize individual and agency mission accomplishments.

Keeping employees, customers, and communities safe and secure is a top priority
for all community transportation agencies.

As a partner to the Federal Transit Administration’s Bus Safety and Security Memorandum of Understanding, CTAA has developed
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the CSSO and CTSSA programs as a twopart process to provide education, support,
and recognition to individuals and transit
organizations in the critical areas of safety
and security.
MAP-21’s new public transportation safety
program represents a significant administrative challenge to the FTA, as well as an
important opportunity for community and
public transit agencies to do what they have
always done: provide their services in the
most safe manner possible. The Association’s training, certification and accreditation
programs can help you not only meet these
new regulations, but also to hone your agency’s safety environment, and save on your
next insurance premium.
“We’re confident that our members have
long provided safe transportation for their
communities and passengers,” says CTAA’s
Dickson. “Our safety training programs will
allow them to get ahead of the rules in terms
of compliance, and to be sure they’re doing
all they can in the name of safety.”
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ARE YOU READY?

Test Your Skills in Passenger Service and Safety Among the Nation’s Best Drivers at
the 24th Annual National Community Transportation Roadeo
June 1 – 2, 2013 – Albuquerque, N.M.

Full details available at www.ctaa.org/expo
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The Solutions List: Making Community and Public Transit
More Friendly to Older Americans
By Jane Hardin
We asked CTAA’s Senior Transportation
Programs Coordinator Jane Hardin to put together a list for DigitalCT readers of the best
ways in which community and public transit
can both serve and attract older American
ridership. Her list offers practical measures
that can be taken today, and some ideas for
the future. Perhaps most importantly, many
of the items on Jane’s list will not only benefit senior riders — they’ll make transit better
and more convenient for everyone.
• Swivel seats
Getting in and out of a
car or van can be difficult — especially for
short people, and any
one who is heavy or
has a bad back or stiff
joints. Even when the
steps are low, it is difficult for a person to
turn around in the seat
to face forward. With swivel seats, the person can simply back into the seat, and then
swivel the seat to face forward.
• Seatbelts that buckle in front  
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The gesture of pulling a seatbelt diagonally
across your body to buckle it on your other
side is hard-to-do and uncomfortable for
anyone. For someone who has stiff joints or
difficulty lifting and moving their arms, it
can be painful and sometimes impossible.
Seatbelts that buckle in front are much
easier to use. And they are also safer because
they have more points of attachment.
• Bus/subway strap hangers that expand/retract

able, and likely to be more evenly distributed.
And, since the straps retract, they won’t get
in the way of taller passengers.
• Weather-protected bus stops
Air-conditioned in hot weather; heated in
cold weather; and protected from wind and
precipitation all-year round. In areas where

On most buses and subway cars, people 5’4”
or shorter have trouble reaching overhead
straps. This is likely one reason why riders
cluster around the door area where there
are vertical poles to hold. With expandable/
retractable straps to which shorter riders can
hold, these riders will be safe, more comfort-
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extreme temperatures are routine, such bus
stops make it possible for older persons to
use public transit. Older persons regardless
of physical condition and health tend to be
vulnerable to extreme temperatures, especially heat. If extreme temperatures continue
to become more widespread, more transit
systems will need provide these stops. And,
riders of all ages will benefit wherever they
are installed.

• Bus stop signs with button that connects
directly to cab company
A bus stop button to connect
directly to cab
company gives
persons of any
age another
option when
they need it –
because of the
weather or because they feel uneasy being
alone. The video will help the cab dispatcher
to verify the request is a valid one.
• 10-minute real time alert via cell phone for
demand-response calls

• Electronic fare card/chip for both public
transportation and taxis
Transit and taxi users can add funds to the
card through Internet or a phone call. An
electronic fare card/chip for both public
transportation and taxis will enable older
persons better to coordinate and adjust their
travel plans. If the weather is windy and cold
on the day someone who has a medical appointment can simply call for a taxi instead
of riding the bus – and not be concerned
about having enough cash on hand.
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practice will be much more convenient for
the rider, and is likely to reduce no-shows,
and keep the bus on schedule. This is a
simple and inexpensive technology.
• Medical Appointments via SKYPE
The face-to-face conversation turns a telephone call into a personal appointment.
When participants on a call have a chance to
see each other, they tend to be more relaxed
and communicate better. It also gives medical staff a better opportunity to assess the
patient’s condition, so they are better able
to determine whether an in-patient visit is
appropriate. Direct access for transportation
to bring the patient to a medical facility is a
crucial element of using Skype.

Persons 65+ are vulnerable to extreme temperatures and cannot safely wait outside
for the demand-response bus to come. Frail
older persons cannot stand for long periods.
If they can receive a 10-minute real-time
alert by cell phone, they will have time to
get ready to go outside to meet the bus. This
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Policy Resources for Transportation Investment and
Complete Communities
In advance of the recent federal, state and local elections – which we will assess and respond to in the next edition of DigitalCT Magazine – several national advocacy organizations published comprehensive policy overviews on strategies and examples for building sustainable communities through improved mobility. We’ll take a brief look at two of these: Are We There Yet? – Creating Complete Communities for 21st Century
America by Reconnecting America and Thinking Outside the Farebox: Creative Approaches to Financing Transit Projects by Transportation for
America.

Are We There Yet? – Creating Complete Communities for 21st Century America
Reconnecting America
This thorough and well-presented document by Reconnecting America considers opportunities for growth in communities of all sizes according to four essential components of complete communities, the ability to live, work, move and
thrive. These broader categories allow assessment beyond rigid metrics that do not fully or measure the differences between communities of different sizes nor the unique challenges or trends in a given community. Featuring a colorful and
consistent visual display that keeps the eye moving across the document’s extensive charts, tables and shout-out boxes,
Are We There Yet combines relevant examples from innovative communities with specific strategies for communities to
leverage their already inherent opportunities for growth.

Thinking Outside the Farebox: Creative Approaches to Financing Transit Projects
Transportation for America
Just as Are We There Yet identified four key areas common in complete communities, Transportation for America’s
Thinking Outside the Farebox also outlines four specific aspects in delivering investment for significant transit projects: shaping the future, navigating the money maze, public-private partnerships and transit success stories. The publication makes the case for innovative investment strategies with supporting examples ranging from the Ohio State
Infrastructure Bank to the Tucson Streetcar. In the process, it explains the rationale and justifications that have fueled
successful projects in the past along with ways to develop accurate data that builds momentum for future efforts.
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Transit Notes
New Transit System Launched in
Northeast Arkansas
Serving six
counties in
Northeast
Arkansas
– Craighead,
Poinsett, Mississippi, Cross,
Crittenden,
and St. Francis – North East Arkansas Transit (NEAT)
opened for service on Oct. 1. The system
– overseen by the Crowley’s Ridge Development Council – offers mobility options for
travel for employment, medical, education,
community services, shopping and socialization. Although transit systems already serve
Jonesboro and suburbs outside Memphis,
Tenn., NEAT focuses on rural communities
and is considering expanding to serve Jackson and Woodruff counties in the future.
The new operation is supported by investment from the Arkansas Highway and Transportation Department. Fares range from $2
for trips within a town to as much as $40 for
service across multiple counties. The system
utilizes a mix of smaller vehicles – including
vans and sedans – to provide service. Trips
are provided from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays and also serve Arkansas State University
in Jonesboro.
“The system was launched because Northeast Arkansas had a real need for rural trans-
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portation,” said Kera Crafton, Chief Operating Officer for Crowley’s Ridge Development
Council. “A couple of cities had urban transportation, and there’s rural transportation for
the north and south area of Northeast Arkansas. In the middle part of Northeast Arkansas
was a gap for rural transportation.”

tivated – in part – by the development of a
residential complex for persons with developmental disabilities along the route between
the two cities. The residential facility –
which will open later this year – will utilize
the new service to link residents with employment opportunities in Billings. Fares for
travel between Laurel and Billings are set at
$3 each way.
“We’re looking forward to working with the
city of Laurel in the expansion of Laurel’s
transportation program,” said Jim Uecker,
Executive Director of Residential Support
Service, which runs the residential facility.
“This will, hopefully, serve an expanded
demographic of work force commuters,” said
Monica Plecker, Laurel City Planner. “It’s a
unique service, and we’re hoping it will diversify our ridership.”

Laurel Transit Links To Billings With Daily
Service
On Nov. 5, Laurel Transit – which provides
door-to-door transit service in Laurel, Mont.
– expanded its portfolio to include daily
roundtrip service to Billings, about 16 miles
to the northeast. Previously, the system offered trips to Billings twice per month, with
other service limited to the Laurel city limits.
Laurel Transit began operations in 2010,
with investment provided by the Federal
Transit Administration and the Montana
Department of Transportation.
The expanded service to Billings was mo-
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New Bus Route in Egg Harbor Geared
Towards Affordability
The English Creek – Tilton Road Community Shuttle in Egg Harbor, N.J. – which was
launched on Oct. 23 – is a direct response
to the needs of local residents for affordable mobility options. The shuttle service is
a partnership between Atlantic County, the
Pascale Sykes Foundation, the Cross County
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Connection and the South Jersey Transportation Authority. The 18-mile run along
English Creek Avenue and Titlton Road also
serves the Atlantic City International Airport
along with 15 other designated stops and
operates daily from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.

tion plus. Buses tend to become family, there
are familiar faces and you get to know one
another. If someone comes in with a problem, drivers are trained to refer them to the
Family Service Association.”

After opening with an initial fare-free period,
each one-way trip is $1. More than 5,000
households live within walking distance of
the route, which connects with three NJ
Transit bus lines, increasing connectivity to
Atlantic City, Mays Landing and Ocean City.
The fully-accessible shuttle is operated by
the South Jersey Transportation Authority.
“The common goal is of course affordable
transportation, which is something we have
desperately needed throughout all of Atlantic County,” said Atlantic County Executive
Dennis Levinson. “This is truly what we call
affordable transportation. It’s a dollar each
way. It’s going to make 16 stops, 400 businesses along the way. People can get to their
medical doctors, their retail businesses, they
can recreate, and well, they can be independent and this is what it’s all about. County
transpiration can now set their sites on other
areas.”
“This has all been in response to expressed
needs of the community,” said Frances P.
Sykes, President of the Pascale Sykes Foundation. “The people of this community said
we need safe, reliable, affordable transportation, and we are responding to their needs.
This is not just transportation, it’s transporta-
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Bangor’s Community Connector Cuts
Fares For Seniors And People With
Disabilities
By dropping fares from $1.25 to $.60 for
seniors and people who qualify for Social Security Disability Insurance, Bangor, Maine’s
Community Connector has made transit
service more affordable for those who need it
most. While the system had already offered
reduced fared for seniors and people with
disabilities during peak travel periods, the
lower fares now apply during off-peak times
as well. According to the transit agency, the
change was prompted by a request from a
passenger who had trouble affording the
higher fares due to how much he used the
system. Community Connector was founded
in 1972 and carries more than 2,000 daily
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riders on a fleet of 23 vehicles.
“We did the math and thought we could
accomplish it,” said Joe McNeil, Bus Superintendent for Community Connector. “They
had to organize their trips to go to half a
dozen places in one trip, but this will give
them more flexibility, because they’ll be able
to afford more outings.”

North Carolina’s Rider Transit Readies
System-wide Upgrades
Following strong ridership growth in recent
years – as well as the opening of the Rider
Transit Center in 2010 – Rider Transit is
planning extensive passenger service upgrades and amenities to better serve the
Concord – Kannapolis, N.C. region. The
system will replace eight of its 10 buses with
hybrid-electric versions, introduce service on
Sundays, install new bus shelters with solarpowered lighting and add wireless internet
and video surveillance systems on its vehicles. Sunday service is expected to begin next
October.
The capital upgrades will be supported by
investment from the Federal Transit Administration and the North Carolina Department
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Transit Notes
of Transportation. The new hybrid-electric
vehicles will cut emissions and reduce annual fuel costs by $110,000. The system moves
more than 450,000 riders each year.

vices and the Thurston County Police Athletic League would receive one van apiece.
Since 2004, Intercity Transit has donated
a total of 29 retired vanpool vans to local
organizations to provided needed mobility
“Rider Transit works for a lot of people in
options. Organizations seeking retired vans
our community – be it for access to work,
must serve clients in Olympia, Lacey, Tumshopping, medical care and school,” said
water or Yelm where Intercity Transit routes
Transit Manager L.J. Weslowski. “These new- and services do not already reach, and must
est changes, coupled with the additions two
be able to maintain the vehicle.
years ago – the new transit center, electronic
fare boxes, and the ability for staff and the
The vans will be used to provide transportapublic to see where buses are in real time on tion for low-income and at-risk youth (Boys
our website – have really established a strong & Girls Club), student learning (Wee Love
blueprint for moving forward as the systems
Learning Early Learning Center), and for
grows and expands in the future.”
volunteers, youth, and staff to travel to
Police Athletic League events. Catholic
Community Services will use their van to
transport chronically homeless and disabled
individuals to medical appointments and
social services. Catholic Community Services
received a van through the van grant process
in 2006 and, after six years of use, they plan
to donate it to the Community Kitchen, an
organization that delivers meals to at-risk
and low-income teenagers.
Former Intercity Transit Vanpool Vans
Awarded to Local Non-Profits
Continuing their annual tradition of awarding retired vanpool vehicles to local nonprofit
organizations, Washington’s Intercity Transit
announced that the Boys & Girls Club of
Thurston County, Wee Love Learning Early
Learning Center, Catholic Community Ser-
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“There are many wonderful and worthy
agencies in our community for whom one
vehicle can make a huge positive impact in
s����������������������������������������
ucceeding in their work,” said Mike Harbour, General Manager of Intercity Transit.
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New Benefits for Members!
Join Today!
Becoming a member of the Community Transportation Association of America presents an ever-growing pool of
benefits and services, including:
• New Certified Safety and Security
Manager (CSSM) Training
• Access to the Insurance Store at
CTAA
• The Latest Policy Analysis and an
Effective Voice in Washington
• Technical Assistance Programs and
Information Resources
• Discounted PASS Driver Training
and Certification
Become a member of the Community
Transportation Association today by
contacting our Membership Director,
Caryn Souza, at 202.294.6527 or
souza@ctaa.org, or visit www.ctaa.
org/join.
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ANNOUNCING

The Competitive Edge:

Making Community and Public Transit
the Best Alternative for Medical Transportation

$6.99 US
$10 Canada

Today there is never-before-seen complexity in the non-emergency medical transportation field. Limited
$6.99 US
$10 Canada

For subscription information
contact Scott Bogren at
bogren@ctaa.org

funding combined with growing patient loads has states seeking intermediaries that can control costs
through competition. Community and public transportation providers must become efficient, safe, costeffective and accountable to maintain these important medical transportation services. The Community
Transportation Association, in response to requests from its members, is introducing a new initiative this
fall —the Competitive Edge — which will give community and public transit providers the tools, resources
and benefits they need to make them central players in this new medical transportation environment. Here’s
what the Competitive Edge encompasses:
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Sign up for our
monthly FastMail for
RAIL Enewsletter by
emailing
fastmailrail@ctaa.org
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DigitalCT and Full Accessibility
As with everything we do at CTAA, we strive to ensure that our
publications are fully accessible to everyone. In the production of
this digital publication, we only employ widely used technology
that comes standard with most computers. The pdf files we
create are those most commonly used by readers of such files.
That said, we know that we can always improve this publication’s
accessibility and we’d like your help. We want everyone to be able
to make best use of this digital magazine. If we can provide any of
the articles or content in a different format, please let us know at
cteditor@ctaa.org.
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The Competitive Edge Training
CTAA has developed an all-new training course that combines and
emphasizes the following topics:
• Value: Determining the true cost of service
• Pricing: Lowering your costs to be competitive
• Negotiation: Winning through persuasion
• Accountability: Building a recordkeeping and reporting process
• Training: Focusing on the patient
Access to the Transit Industry’s Best Resources and Training
You don’t need to have all the answers, you need to have access to
them when you need them. Here’s how the Competitve Edge helps:
• Peers and Information Sharing: CTAA will put you in contact with
your industry peers, where you can learn from experience
• On-Line Library and Resource Holdings: The most timely resources, news and research, all housed on CTAA’s medical transportation website
• CTAA staff: Our professional staff are always available to offer
analysis and insight
• Important training and certification programs such as the Certified Safety and Security Manager, PASS Driver Certification, and
the soon-to-be released Medi-PASS Driver Certification.
Valuable CTAA Member Benefits
As part of the Competitive Edge initiative, the Association has
developed a cohesive set of benefits to ensure your operation is
efficient and cost-effective:
• The Insurance Store: Through an exclusive agreement with Arthur
J. Gallagher Insurance, members can access the best coverage at
the lowest price
• Energy Program: CTAA members pay less for fuel and energy with
our FleetCards program and other energy management initiatives

Please go to www.ctaa.org/competitiveedge to learn how you can bring the Competitive Edge to your state. As
always, CTAA training staff are available to help tailor this new program to your precise needs. Please call Charles
Dickson at 202.247.8356 or email dickson@ctaa.org for all the details on this unique opportunity!
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ABOUT US
Community Transportation Magazine is the voice of the Community
Transportation Association, a national association dedicated to making
mobility alternatives available to all Americans. The Association’s Board
of Directors provides national leadership and direction for the Association. The Board relies on the special expertise of its State and Tribal
Delegate Council to assist in their important efforts.
OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS: Ann Gilbert, President; Barbara Cline,
CCTM, Vice President; Moses Stites, CCTM, Treasurer; William McDonald, Secretary; Ann August; Charles Carr; Rochelle Cotey; Santo
Grande, CCTM; Robert P. Koska; Dave Marsh; John McBeth; Elaine
Wellsl; Fred Schmidt, PhD.; David White and William Osborne. Ex-Officio Directors: Dan Dirks CCTM; Jo Ann Hutchinson, Reginald Knowlton, CCTM; Richard Doyle; Roland Mross.
OUR STATE & TRIBAL DELEGATE COUNCIL: Alabama • Taylor
Rider; Alaska • John Kern, CCTM; Arizona • Jeff Meilbeck; Arkansas • Betty Bradshaw; California • Jeff Webster; Colorado • Hank
Braaksma, CCTM; Connecticut • Doug Holcomb; Delaware • Ken
Bock, CCTM; Florida • Cathy Brown; Georgia • Barbara Hurst; Hawaii •
George Reioux, CCTM; Idaho • Heather Wheeler, CCTM; Illinois • Tom
Zucker, CCTM; Indiana • Rebecca Allen, CCTM; Iowa • Mark Little,
CCTM; Kansas • R.E. (Tuck) Duncan; Kentucky • Beecher Hudson; Louisiana • Donna Lavigne; Maine • Jim Wood; Maryland • Nancy Norris,
CCTM; Massachusetts • Jack Mastrangelo; Michigan • Dan Wedge;
Minnesota • Mike Ness; Mississippi • John Johnson;   Missouri • Dorothy Yeager, CCTM; Montana • Ron Wenger; Nebraska • Kathi Schildt;
Nevada • Debbie Dauenhauer ; New Hampshire • Van Chesnut; New
Jersey • Steve Fittante, CCTM; New Mexico • David Harris, AICP; New
York • Damon Mustaca, CCTM; North Carolina • Randy Bass; North
Dakota • Linda Freeman, CCTM; Ohio • Kristina Reider; Oklahoma •
Charla Sloan, CCTM; Pennsylvania • William Peterson, CCTM; Rhode
Island • Doug Wood; South Carolina • Lynnda Bassham; South
Dakota • Ronald Baumgart; Tennessee • Chris Kleehammer; Texas
• Lyle Nelson; Utah • Todd Beutler, CCTM; Vermont • Jim Moulton;
Virginia • Curtis Andrews; Washington • Kelly Scalf; West Virginia •
David Bruffy; Wisconsin • Greg Seubert. Tribal Delgates: Eastern Band
of Cherokee Indians • Kathi Littlejohn; Navajo Nation • Lee Bigwater;
Sitka Tribe of Alaska • Camille Ferguson
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An Exciting Member Benefit: Take Control of
Your Insurance
The Insurance Store at CTAA offers a menu of insurance and employee benefits products and services available to CTAA members through leading insurance professionals at Arthur J Gallagher Risk Management Services, Inc. and
Gallagher Benefit Services, Inc., subsidiaries of Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
Through group buying power, CTAA members can obtain more comprehensive
coverage, superior customer service, state-of-the-art risk management services
and more competitive insurance pricing for their employees and their systems.
Take control of your insurance; own it, don’t rent it.

Technical Assistance
How do you know if you have the right amount of insurance? The Insurance
Store at CTAA can provide you tools to help evaluate your current program
through a variety of techniques including coverage analysis and comparison,
loss analysis and forecasting. Contact us now for a comprehensive confidential
insurance review.

Risk Management Services
Our goal is to help you manage your overall cost of risk, and obtaining insurance coverage is only one part of that. The Insurance Store at CTAA can support your objectives by managing the claims-handling process, by helping you
identify major areas of exposure, and by bringing you additional ways of managing risk.
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Visit The Insurance Store at CTAA for Full Details
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